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In order to fulfill CLIVAR’s mission (to understand the
dynamics, the interaction, and the predictability of the
climate system with emphasis on ocean-atmosphere
interactions). It is important to foster international
collaboration among the global scientific community
not only between stablished senior scientist but also
identifying the next generation of researchers who will
continue these endeavors in the years to come.

The next generation of scientists will play an important
and even leading role in the future. Due to the global
climate change, the society and environment in which
we live are encountering huge threat, such as the sea
level rise, and the scientific communities are meeting
more formidable challenges on the climate research.
One of the challenges is the urgent need to foster the
future generation of researchers. To achieve this, the
capacity building for the young scientists, which aims
to promote their research ability and expertise, to
increase their exposure to the scientific communities,
to provide a platform for the data and methods sharing,
and to enhance the international communication and
cooperation, is now an indispensable part of CLIVAR
mission.

With this in mind, CLIVAR is continuously looking for
opportunities for young scientists with outstanding
research potential to interact, to learn from their
peers and senior scientists what is required to better
understand aspects of the climate system and address
research challenges of societal relevance, and to build
lasting relationships and collaborations.

With the strong emphasis of CLIVAR on capacity
building in particular geared towards Early Career
Scientists (ECS), CLIVAR has made great efforts in all
aspects, including the creating of the “Early Career
Scientists Network’ homepage, providing endorsement
for activities and projects, co-organizing the WESTPAC
Training Course and organizing the Early Career
Scientists Symposium (ECSS); Especially, CLIVAR has
established a plan to offer a Series of Summer Courses;
on even years in collaboration with the First Institute
of Oceanography (China), and on odd years with the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics (Italy). The
2018 event was titled “Summer Course on Past, Present
and Future Sea Level changes”, and was held in June
2018 in Qingdao; with the purpose of providing early
career scientists and engineers specializing in sea level
research with an update in observations, knowledge,
and understanding for the study of global and regional
sea level changes and their impacts in coastal areas.
A total of 202 applications coming from 39 countries

for participation in the summer school were received.
During the selection process, the Organizing Committee
assessed the relevance of the applicants’ potential
contributions to the summer school. Throughout the
selection process, the Committee considered potential
for future knowledge transfer an important factor,
the education background as well as the scientific
expertise was also considered. We also aimed to
achieve the widest possible geographical distribution
of the trainees, and a gender balanced distribution.
Improving and increasing the capability of developing
countries was an additional aim of the summer school.
With these considerations, 38 candidates from 25
countries (15 females and 23 males) were finally
selected as trainees for the CLIVAR-FIO summer School
in 2018.
All the trainees were required to give a presentation
that covers their main research focus, their institutions’
work areas and/or preliminary ideas for cooperation
with other countries in the region. The trainee report
contributes to establishing a research network and
identifying possible areas of cooperation among
the trainees. These reports were graded by all the
participants including some of the invited lecturers,
scores that were used to select participants that
received the Best Trainee Award every year based on
their performance.

Based on the scores received, we proceed to invite the
participants receiving the highest scores to have their
reports published in this special issue of Exchanges
magazine, we want to acknowledge the trainees who
accepted the challenge of working with the editorial
team, to prepare the articles presented in this issue.
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Introduction to the CLIVAR Summer School in
China
Jing Li1
1.

International CLIVAR Project Office, Qingdao, China

1. Background
As a follow-up action after successfully hosting
a CLIVAR Early Career Scientists Symposium in
September 2016, which was held back to back with
the CLIVAR Open Science Conference, and in line with
the strong emphasis of CLIVAR on capacity building
in particular geared towards Early Career Scientist,
the First Institute of Oceanography (FIO) affiliated to
the Minister of Natural Resources (MNR) has signed
a 5-year agreement with the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP), agreeing to host a biannual
‘CLIVAR Summer School’ starting from 2018. The
CLIVAR Summer School will be organised based on the
existing resources of FIO, including but not limited to
the scientific network of WCRP and CLIVAR, and the
training platform of “UNESCO/IOC Regional Training
and Research Center on Ocean Dynamics and Climate
(UNESCO/IOC-ODC)”, also hosted by FIO.
The objectives of the CLIVAR Summer School shall be
to provide training and joint research opportunities
for the next generation of climate and ocean scientists,
while increasing the networking of early career
scientists across different countries through:
•

•
•
•

provision of a biannual training course in English,
with recognized international experts invited as
lecturers at appropriate times, to around 40-45
young scientists and doctoral /master students
globally;
organisation of training courses in English on
related topics and promoting interactions between
experienced oceanographers and students;
fostering international joint research among
lectures and trainees;
exchange of visiting scholars and doctoral
education.

2. The 2018 CLIVAR Summer School
2.1 Course Description
The first CLIVAR-FIO Summer School on “Past, Present
and Future Sea Level Changes” was organized in
Qingdao, China, from June 25 to 30, 2018, back to back
with the eighth UNESCO/IOC-ODC Training Course
on Ocean Forecast System, held during 2-7 July 2018.
The objective of the 2018 CLIVAR Summer School
was to provide early career scientists and engineers
specializing in sea level research with an update in
observations, knowledge, and understanding for the

study of global and regional sea level changes and their
impacts in coastal areas. This Summer School covereda
wide range of physical processes contributing to global
and regional sea level change: from observations to
modelling of the main physical processes of global and
regional sea level rise and variability. In addition, there
was a specific focus on impact studies in coastal areas.

A total of 38 trainees (15 females and 23 males) from
25 countries were selected out of the 202 applicants by
considering the potential for future knowledge transfer,
the education background, and the scientific expertise
as important criteria, as well as the widest possible
geographical distribution of the trainees, and a gender
balanced distribution (Figure 1). During the summer
course, 17 lectures were provided by eight experienced
lecturers on sea level science from Germany, UK, France,
Australia and China, who covered topics of observation
and simulation of sea level changes, the contribution
from thermal expansion, vertical land movement,
glacier and ice sheet, the sea level projection in the past
and in 2100 and beyond, as well as the coastal impacts
of sea level rise and hazard management in coastal
areas.

The school offered 42 hours of academic activities
including keynote lectures, practical applications
and field visits, spreading over 6 days (Figure 2). The
Summer Course aimed to help establish research
networks, and identify possible areas of cooperation
among trainees and their institutions. To this end, each
trainee was required to give a 10-minute presentation
at the training course, which covered his/her main
research focus, his/her institution’s areas of work,
and preliminary ideas for cooperation with other
countries in the region. Trainee reports were scored by
the instructors and participants, and the reports who
obtained the highest scores were invited to submit an
article to this special issue of CLIVAR Exchanges.
In order to encourage team work, all trainees were
divided into groups (of 5-6 participants) with a
coordinator elected by the members of each group with
tasks to help organize their respective discussions and
prepare group reports. The coordinator was requiredto
chair one trainee report session. A group report was
also required at the end of the training course, which
summarizes the knowledge they have learnt from the
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Figure 1: Geographical Distribution of participants accepted to attend the Summer Course

training courses, results of their assignments, and
suggestions for cooperation in the future.

For evaluating the performance of trainees during
the training course, a score was given to each trainee.
The score was determined by attendance, motivation
and activity performance during the training course
and the quality of the trainee report and group report.
A certificate of accomplishment was issued to the
trainees who completed at least 85% of the course. Four
trainees were selected as the best trainees according to
their training scores.

A site visit was organised during one of the sessions of
the summer school, to provide opportunities for both
trainees and lecturers to visualize the China’s progress
on physical oceanographic researches, as well as the
advancement of the high performance computing
facilities (figure 3) and research vessels in FIO, the host
of the summer course.
The CLIVAR Summer School also had the participation of
supporting staff from the International CLIVAR Project
Office (ICPO), the First Institute of Oceanography (FIO)
and the UNESCO/IOC Regional Training and Research
Center on Ocean Dynamics and Climate (ODC).

2.2 Reflection on the 2018 CLIVAR Summer School
Sea level research is a remarkable cross-disciplinary
field, and demands an integral understanding of the
global and regional ocean physical processes and their
contributing factors. Modeling future sea level rise
necessitates a working understanding of vertical land
movement, ice sheet, glaciers and ocean dynamics, and
observational and historical sea level records to put sea
level oscillations in a paleoclimate context. Regional
and global sea level research has huge societal and
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economic implications for coastal communities, and
should also be explicitly linked to coastal engineering
and ocean forecasting research.
Several significant outstanding questions on sea level
studies have been drawn from the course, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One of the major challenges of sea level studies
is the lack of high-resolution models and sea ice
modelling;
It is necessary to accurately estimate ocean heat
content/thermal expansion;
The need to understand the existence of potential
positive feedback mechanisms in Antarctic melting;
To determine threshold for melting of the
Greenland Ice sheet
To robustly attribute response to Green House
Gases (GHG) and aerosol forcing, constrain
projections
To know how to better reconcile paleo sea level
data with current climate models;
To build a downscale model link to the contribution
of hydrologists and other disciplines and decisionmakers;
The sea level rise demands to reduce the risk and
to improve the resilience of coastal areas through
identifying areas that are particularly vulnerable,
monitoring for changes, and developing and
implementing adaptation plans.

There were several suggestions on future cooperation
coming out from group discussion during the course,
including:
•

To increase the knowledge and experience sharing
on numerical modeling and data assimilation;

Figure 2: Trainees in class, group discussion

•
•
•
•
•
•

To increase the knowledge and experience sharing
on numerical modeling and data assimilation;
To increase open access to code and data in
published research;
To increase communication channels among
science disciplines;
To increase the international network and
collaboration amongst early careers scientist
in order to master and understand the current
climate change constraints;
To formulate better channels for communicating
science to the general public;
To develop earth science programs and resources
targeted towards early career scientists in
underrepresented countries, and countries that
may experience dramatic climate effects.

2.3 Major outcomes
The CLIVAR-FIO Summer School has done an excellent
job in drawing early career scientists from around
the world and from a wide range of disciplines,
including physical oceanography, atmospheric
sciences, biogeochemistry, and coastal engineering,
providing important opportunities to network with
classmates from different scientific backgrounds. It
also enabled the lecturers to know better about their
audience, and make necessary adjustment about their
lectures to be more easily digested by the trainees.
Also, good interaction between lecturers and trainees
was observed both in the class and during the breaks.
According to the feedback from trainees, the content,
quality and arrangement of the lectures are well
designed and delivered. There were interrelations
among lectures, and the key concepts and messages

on sea level changes have been reviewed and reemphasized by several lecturers during their talks.
However, some participants indicated that more
practice should be expected for the training courses
in the future. By the end of the training course, new
ideas for future cooperation emerged from some of the
groups, which are strongly encouraged by CLIVAR.
a. New ideas for future research and cooperation
proposed by participants:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Contribution of Sea Level Change and Interannual
variability on Tropical Cyclones;
To develop (or modify the existing) Ocean
Forecasting System (OFS) covering the Bay of
Bengal and South China Sea; and to enhancing the
observation system in the region to increase the
accuracy of the OFS;
Close the surface wind fields on the ocean and run
the ocean model to investigate the effects of wind
on the western boundary currents in Western
Pacific Ocean;
To set up the wave model for Hawaii in addition to
the general atmospheric model;
Development or enhancement of ad hoc tools to
produce a multi-hazards and risk assessment;
Assessment of economic impacts of coastal flood
risk and sea level rise scenarios;
Preparation of a paper about long-term trends in
sea level in each country of the group members,
and their associated process that could explain this
variation from a global and regional point of view.
CLIVAR Exchanges No. 76, February 2019
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Figure 3: Trainees and lecturers visiting FIO High Performance Computing Center

b.
Enhanced
international
networking
and
interdisciplinary cooperation have been promoted
among the trainees and/or with the lecturers;
c. Trainees will share information learned at the
summer course with colleagues in home countries;
d. Due to the excellence performance during the
summer school, one of the trainees, Kemgang Ghomsi
Franck Eitel from Cameron, was nominated by one of
the lecturers to join the CLIVAR Atlantic Region Panel,
which has been approved by CLIVAR SSG.

3. Follow up actions
CLIVAR would like to maintain the network formulated
through the CLIVAR Summer School, and try to
maximize the use of its platform and resources to
provide opportunities for early career scientists to
communicate with scientists in other countries. Several
follow up actions have been taken, include:
• A special issue of CLIVAR Exchanges to publicize
the high quality work of the trainees’ is coordinated
by ICPO;
• A special Channel called ‘Spotlight for a Scientist’
has been created on CLIVAR website (http://
www.clivar.org/ecs/spotlight-scientist) to provide
opportunities for Early Career Scientists to
communicate with scientists worldwide through
CLIVAR platform. This platform received positive
feedback from Early Career Scientist, in particular
from developing countries in Africa and South
America. So far there are 16 profiles in total being
published;
• ICPO consolidated the proposals from CLIVAR
panels and research foci for the topic of the
upcoming CLIVAR-FIO Summer School in 2020;
5
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•

The use of social media and other communication
tools will be further explored, in order to maintain
the active involvement of trainees in CLIVAR
activities in the future.

High-resolution projections of sea-level change
processes on the Northwestern European Shelf

Tim Hermans1,3, Aimée Slangen1, Jonathan Tinker2, Matthew Palmer2, Bert Vermeersen1,3
1.

NIOZ Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, Department of Estuarine & Delta Systems, and Utrecht
University, PO Box 140, 4400 AC Yerseke, The Netherlands

2. Met Office Hadley Centre, FitzRoy Rd, Exeter, Devon EX1 3PB, United Kingdom
3. Faculty of Civil Technology and Geosciences, Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Delft University of Technology,
Delft, The Netherlands
Introduction
Satellite altimetry shows that regionally sea-level
change (SLC) can depart significantly from the global
mean (Ducet et al., 2000). These regional deviations
are the result of a number of different contributions,
such as melt of land ice, terrestrial water storage,
vertical land movement, changes in local sea water
density and changes in the circulation of the oceans
and atmosphere. Here, we focus on SLC due to changes
in the circulation of the oceans and atmosphere. Due
to salinity and temperature changes, the density of
sea water changes and sea level will change as a result
of expansion or contraction, also called steric SLC.
Changes in water density and atmospheric forcing
will also cause a different ocean circulation, leading to
dynamic SLC. Patterns of steric and dynamic SLC can
be simulated with process-based, global models of
atmospheric and ocean circulation, for instance from
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5)
database (e.g. Slangen et al., 2012, 2014). These climate
models simulate the response of ocean and atmospheric
circulation under historical radiative forcing or
under future scenarios, such as the Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs; Meinshausen et al.,
2011). However, the horizontal resolution of the ocean
core of these CMIP5 models is often in the order of 100
by 100 km or more, which is too coarse to resolve the
small-scale dynamics that matter on a regional to local
scale.
Especially in areas such as the North Western European
shelf (NWES), a high resolution is important to capture
small scale (10-20 km) features in the bottom topography
and circulation and possibly resolve the internal Rossby
radius (2-5 km) on the shelf (Holt & Proctor, 2008),
and to include tidal mixing processes. Since global
climate models have a coarse horizontal resolution, do
not include all processes important to shelf seas, and
also often their vertical levels are limited in shallow
regions, the resulting projections of sea-level change

might not be completely appropriate for areas such
as the NWES (Ådlandsvik and Bentsen, 2007). In this
study we investigate the importance of high-resolution
simulations of SLC processes in the NWES area. We use
high-resolution simulations for the period of 1980-2099
from dynamical downscaling experiments of the UK
Met Office. Climate models of CMIP5 were dynamically
downscaled with the limited-area, regional shelf seas
model NEMO AMM7 (O’Dea et al., 2017), which has a
nominal horizontal resolution of 7 by 7 km and terrainfollowing coordinates. The trends and variability of
sea level simulated by the high-resolution downscaling
experiments will be compared with the corresponding
global climate model results and with observations. It
will also be investigated which processes in the North
Western European shelf seas are the main drivers behind
the differences between the projections of the global and
downscaled models. Preliminary results show that the
high-resolution projections provide enhanced regional
detail with respect to the low-resolution projections and
that sub-annual variability is better represented.
Methodology
Simulations from 1980 to 2099 of sea level and several
other parameters from two global climate models
are dynamically downscaled using the regional shelf
seas model AMM7 CO6. AMM7 CO6 is a shelf seas
configuration of the primitive-equation Nucleus for
European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO). Previous
versions AMM CO4 and AMM CO5 have been described
extensively and were validated against historical data
(O’Dea et al., 2012, 2017). The AMM7 domain extends
from 20°E to 13°W, and from 40°N to 65°N, and
comprises the eastern North Atlantic Ocean and several
marginal seas (see Figure 1).

The regional shelf seas model is nested in two different
global climate models from the CMIP5 database,
HadGEM2-ES (Collins et al., 2011) and MPI-ESM-LR
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Figure 1: Shallow shelf seas in the AMM7 domain and the
NOOS bathymetry on the AMM7 domain; image obtained
from O’Dea et al. (2017).

(Giorgetta et al., 2013) and driven by lateral ocean
boundary conditions and atmospheric surface forcing
derived from these global models (see Figure 2 for
a schematic overview). The downscaling set-up is
similar to that of Tinker et al. (2015), who showed that
their modelling system is appropriate for providing
centennial climate projections. Via lateral boundary
conditions, temperature, salinity, sea surface height
and barotropic currents are prescribed to the AMM7
domain (O’Dea et al., 2017). The atmosphere of
the climate models over the NWES is dynamically
downscaled using the regional atmospheric model
RCA4 of the Rossby Centre prior to applying the
atmospheric surface forcing. River run-off is simulated
with the Total Runoff Integrating Pathways (TRIP) river
routing model. Recognizing the importance of tides and
surges on the NWES, the model has a non-linear freesurface and a time splitting approach for baroclinic and
barotropic processes (O’Dea et al., 2017).

Preliminary results
We now show some preliminary results of sea-level
trends and sub-annual sea-level variability. In Figure 3,
linear sea-level trend anomalies for the ‘future’ period
of 2006-2099 are shown for the global and downscaled
climate models. Compared to the global climate models
(Figures 3a and 3c), the downscaled simulations show
enhanced detail (Figures 3b and 3c). The differences in
the spatial patterns of the trends between the global and
downscaled HadGEM2-ES models are larger than that
for MPI-ESM-LR, which is most likely due to the fact that
the spatial resolution of the global MPI-ESM-LR model
(orthogonal curvilinear coordinates; approximately
3/4° by 1/2° in the North Sea) is closer to that of the
regional model than the resolution of HadGEM2-ES (1°
by 1°). In the North Sea, the trend anomalies obtained
from the HadGEM2-ES global model (see Figure 3a) are
over 1 mm/yr larger than the trends on the shelf west of
the United Kingdom. This contrast is not observed in the
trends of the regional model (see Figure 3b). This could
be the result of the closed English Channel in HadGEM2ES, which might lead to water piling up in the southern
North Sea, but this warrants further investigation.
In Figure 4, we show a comparison of the sub-annual
variability in the global and downscaled simulations of
one of the models (HadGEM2-ES) from 1980 to 2016.
Additionally, these are compared to the sub-annual
variability of tide gauge records from the Permanent
Service for Mean Sea Level (Holgate et al., 2013; PSMSL,
2018). The sub-annual variability is computed as the
standard deviation of the de-trended time series of
monthly mean sea level, in which the inverse barometer
effect in the models was accounted for as well. Gaps of
one month in the tide gauge data were filled by linear
interpolation.
We find that the sub-annual variability of the global
HadGEM2-ES model matches that of the downscaled
results in a general sense (see Figure 4). However, at
several tide gauge locations the downscaled results
are closer to the observations than the results of the
global climate model. This is especially the case along
the coastlines of the southern part of the North Sea and
southwest of the United Kingdom, where the variability
simulated by the global model differs around 2 cm with
that of the tide gauge records.

Figure 2: Schematic overview of dynamical downscaling set-up. The regional shelf seas model AMM7 is forced by lateral oceanic
boundary conditions, surface atmospheric forcing and river runoff.
7
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Figure 3: Projections of linear sea level trends for the
period 2006-2099 (high-end scenario RCP8.5) for the
a) global HadGEM2-ES and b) dynamically downscaled
HadGEM2-ES models, and for the c) global MPI-ESM-LR
and d) dynamically downscaled MPI-ESM-LR models. The
trends are given with respect to the spatial mean trend
of the NWES. Global climate model output was bilinearly
interpolated onto the NEMO AMM7 grid, and the original
land mask (red line) was filled with nearest-neighbor
extrapolation.

Outlook
The preliminary results show that especially for
HadGEM2-ES there can be significant differences
(> 1 mm/yr) between projected sea-level trends in
the global and downscaled models, for example in
the southern North Sea, near the Norwegian Trench
and at the Iceland-Faroe Ridge. Additionally, the subannual variability is closer to observed variability
in the downscaled models, implying a more realistic
atmospheric forcing. In the following steps, we will
further investigate the sea-level trends and variability
(also on longer time scales than sub-annual) and
validate results against observations for the historical
period. Additionally, we will investigate the drivers
of differences in trends and variability, including
the analysis of temperature and salinity profiles,
investigating the changes in atmospheric forcing, and
decomposing SLC into contributions due to steric
changes and changes in bottom pressure (Landerer et
al., 2006). Currently, relatively coarse-resolution (~100
km) global models are used for centennial projections
of changes in steric and dynamic sea level. With the
results of our study, we can quantify the uncertainties
in projections of SLC due to the coarse resolution of
global climate models and the parameterization and/
or omission of small-scale processes that are important
to shallow shelf sea regions. This will help to improve
SLC projections in these regions.

Figure 4: Sub-annual variability of sea level from 1980-2016 for a) the global HadGEM2-ES model and b) the dynamically
downscaled HadGEM2-ES model. The circles and their colour show the variability in tide gauge records over the same time
period.
CLIVAR Exchanges No. 76, February 2019
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Understanding the Recent Hawaii High Sea Level
Event
Xiaoyu Long1, Matthew Widlansky1
1.

University of Hawaii, Sea Level Center

Introduction
During the years of 2016 and 2017, the Hawaii islands
experienced record-breaking high sea level across the
island chain (Fig.1), which caused nuisance flooding in
vulnerable coastal communities and exasperated beach
erosion, especially around the times of highest tides.
Near-real-time analyses of tide gauge observations
and satellite-based altimetry measurements of sea
surface heights around Hawaii allow the non-tidal
above normal sea levels to be broken down into four
primary contributions : (1) long-term sea level rise,
(2) oceanic planetary waves, (3) oceanic meso-scale
eddies, and (4) an inverse-barometer effect of low
atmospheric pressure on the ocean. Long term sea level
rise is unavoidable, and under which the occurrence of
high sea level events will become more extreme and
have longer duration. Oceanic meso-scale eddies are
known to have impact on Hawaii sea level (Firing and
Merrifield, 2004). However, it is still challenging to
fully resolve these eddies using current generation of
ocean model. Inverse barometer effect generally plays
a small role in Hawaii latitude. In this study, we will
focus on the large scale oceanic dynamics, by using
both observation and ocean general circulation model
(OGCM), which are the oceanic planetary waves that
contribute significantly to the high sea level events
during last two years.
Data and model setup
In this study, we use ECMWF ocean reanalysis version
4 (ORAS4), satellite altimetry data from the SSALTO/
DUACS multi-mission dataset and the tide gauges data
archived in University of Hawaii Sea Level Center.
ORAS4 assimilates satellite altimetry in its assimilation
system and thus we were able to resemble the observed
sea level height better than other reanalysis dataset.

For the model experiments, we use CESM pop2, which
is originally developed at LANL and is the ocean
component of NCAR earth system model CESM. The
ocean model is forced by atmospheric data from
JRA55, the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis. The model
is configured nominally in 1-degree resolution. The
model is spun-up with climatological forcing for 50
years, then forced with real-time forcing from 1979
to 2017. A few experiments are designed to isolated
possible mechanisms that are responsible for the
high sea level event, and the experiment details are

introduced in the following sections.

Results
Previous studies identified possible relation between
high sea level events in Hawaii and ENSO events
(Yvonne et al., 2004), though they did not discuss
the underline dynamical mechanism. And also the
relationship between Hawaii high sea level and ENSO
is fragile. For example, the 1997 ENSO has comparable
strength as the 2015 ENSO event, but no extreme high
sea level was observed in Hawaii (Fig.1). The zonal
propagation of the signal proposes the possible role of
oceanic Rossby wave (Fig.2). The coast trapped Kelvin
wave signals have similar strength in 1997 and 2015.
However, the downstream propagation of the signal is
so different in 1997 and 2015, and the propagation of
the high sea level signal is the cause of the long duration
of high sea level observed in Hawaii during 2016-2017.
The propagation of high sea level may be explained
by long Rossby wave, and the wave source can be
either boundary signal (coastal trapped kelvin wave)
or the wind forced. Two experiments are conducted
to isolate the different source of Rossby wave. The
subtropic experiment uses full sub-tropic winds to
force the ocean while keeping winds in other region as
climatology, and this experiment only include the role
of wind forcing in the basin. The tropic experiment only
uses full winds in the Tropics, which can reproduce the
ENSO and coast trapped Kelvin wave at the eastern
boundary. The results (not shown) indicate that most
of the variability of Sea surface height (SSH) in Hawaii
is contributed by the wind forcing in the basin while
the boundary signal only contributes about 10% of the
variance.

A natural question arises: why the SSH anomaly is so
different in 1998-1999 compared to that in 2016-2017.
We integrate the 1.5 layer long Rossby wave model
(Qiu, 2002) with reanalysis atmospheric forcing. The
2016-2017 high sea level is well reproduced, while the
model produces a similar SSH response as in 20162017, which did not happen in the real world. The
1.5 layer model represents nothing but the potential
vertex (PV) conservation of the mode-1 baroclinic
Rossby wave. Other factors that might be important
to SSH are absent in this simple model. In order
to understand the different SSH responses to ENSO,
CLIVAR Exchanges No. 76, February 2019
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Figure 1: SSH anomaly at (a) Hawaii and (b) Santa Cruz.
For Hawaii, the gauge data (blue) is average 5 stations on
different islands, and the ORAS4 and satellite altimetry
(red) is averaged over a 5x6 degree box around Hawaii.
The Santa Cruz tide gauge (0.7S 90.3W) here is used as
an indicator of ENSO signal. The green curve in (a) is the
11-year low-pass filtered time series of blue curve. The
anomaly is calculated by subtracting the climatology at
each location. The group photo of 2016 cruise.

we conduct another two experiments which make
the 2016-2017 case starts like (exp3) or ends like
(exp4) 1998-1999. In exp3, the winds in 2013-2014
are replaced by winds in 1995-1996, and in exp4, the
winds in 2016-2017 are replaced with winds in 19981999.

Figure 2: Hovmöller diagram of SSH anomaly (shading,
units in meter) and Ekman pumping (hatching) average
over 14-23N from (a) Year 1996 to 1999 and (b) Year 2014
to 2017. Green hatching is Ekman suction and black is
Ekman pumping, only contours of ± 2e-7 m/s are plotted.

As is shown in Fig.4, letting the ENSO 2015 starts
like ENSO 1997 does not noticeably change the SSH
response, which is consistent with the results that
the wind forcing in the basin is more important. In
contrast, the exp4 kills the high sea level events in the
control run. The 1997 ENSO quickly switched to La
Niña condition, and in the wind field, the prevailing
westerly during ENSO also switched to easterly (Fig.3).

Figure 3: SSH (shading), Ekman pumping velocity (contour) and surface wind stress (vector) averaged over the two years
period indicated in the plot.
11
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Figure 4: 4 SSH anomaly averaged between 14-23N for the three OGCM experiments. Left: control simulation forced with real
atmospheric flux; Middle: the atmospheric forcing during 2013-2014 is replaced by 1995-1996; Right: the atmospheric forcing
during 2016-2017 is replaced by 1998-1999.

4 Future work
Here we only present some preliminary results about
the cause of 2016-2017 Hawaii high sea level, and
why it is different from the SSH response in 19981999. During these two ENSO years and after,
the SSH anomaly is well correlated with steric
height. Steric height variability is usually controlled
by the temperature variation in the first few hundred
meters. Our future work is to understand the cause
of the different temperature anomaly in 1998-1999
and 2016-2017. One possible reason is the enhanced
evaporation cooling in the La Niña condition in 1999.
One model experiment is ongoing, in which we prescribe
the sensible heat flux and evaporation flux in 19981999 the same as in 2016-2017, while the momentum
flux (Ekman pumping) is calculated automatically in
the model. If the surface cooling is the reason of the
negative SSH anomaly, then this experiment should
generate SSH anomaly similar to 2016-2017.

Yvonne L Firing, Mark A Merrifield, Thomas A Schroeder,
and Bo Qiu. Interdecadal Sea Level Fluctuations
at Hawaii.
Journal of Physical Oceanography,
34(11):2514–2524, nov 2004.
Bo Qiu. Large-Scale Variability in the Midlatitude
Subtropical and Sub- polar North Pacific Ocean:
Observations and Causes. Journal of Physical
Oceanography, 32(1):353–375, jan 2002.
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Introduction
The intraseasonal oceanic oscillations in the tropical
Pacific are mainly driven by equatorial Kelvin waves
(EKW) forced by the winds in the western and central
equatorial Pacific (Enfield, 1987). They peak at
periods near 60-75 days, and are tied to intraseasonal
atmospheric waves known as Madden Julian Oscillation
(MJO) (Kessler et al., 1995). The equatorial Pacific
also influences the intraseasonal variability in the
west coast of South America through two processes:
poleward propagation of coastal-trapped waves (CTW)
excited by EKW (Shaffer et al., 1997), and local wind
forced oscillations associated with tropical Pacific
warming via atmosphere teleconnections (Hormazábal
et al., 2002).
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is closely related
to MJO. It modulates the signal of MJO (Kessler et al.,
1995), and in turn this intraseasonal oscillation plays a
key role on the development of ENSO events, either as
a trigger mechanism or as a medium to sustain El Niño
(Johnson and McPhaden, 1993).

Additionally, there is evidence of some interdecadal
fluctuations that affects El Niño, determining its
flavour (Choi et al., 2011). Yu and Kao (2007) and
Ashok et al. (2007) are the first to describe El Niño
types. They found one mode of variability on sea
surface temperature (SST) anomalies, with a maximum
amplitude in the central Pacific, calling it “date line”,
“Modoki”, or “central Pacific” (CP) El Niño. By contrast,
“canonical” El Niño events (Rasmusson and Carpenter,
1982) develop larger SST anomalies near the west coast
of South America during the peak phase. This mode is
also known as “eastern Pacific” (EP) El Niño.

Several studies have analyzed the characteristics of
these events from the perspective of Kelvin wave
dynamics. Using different model outputs, Dewitte et al.
(2012a, b) found that Kelvin waves play different roles
during the evolution of El Niño. On CP events, there
is a decoupling between baroclinic modes, being the
first mode participate in the (heat content) recharge
process; meanwhile the second mode is more associated
to the ocean adjustment mode of the delayed oscillator
mechanism (Jin, 1997), participate on the discharge
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process. On EP events, both modes have a comparable
role in the recharge-discharge process of El Niño. In
the intraseasonal band, dissipative processes seem
to inhibit propagation of Kelvin waves in the eastern
Pacific at CP El Niño events (Mosquera-Vásquez et al.,
2014). It has been associated with the reinforcement of
the zonal gradient in equatorial stratification, leading
scattering of energy and partial reflection of Kelvin
waves through intraseasonal Rossby waves.

In this work, the equatorial Kelvin wave activity is
studied through the intraseasonal variance of sea level
due to the relevance between these two processes on
the Pacific region (Luther, 1980). In addition, based on
the definition of El Niño years from Yu et al. (2012),
composites for EP and CP El Niño events were prepared
to assess the differences between different types of
events.
Data and Methods
Sea level from three stations along the equatorial
Pacific: Christmas (157◦W), Santa Cruz (90◦W) and
La Libertad (81◦W), were used in this study. The data
were downloaded from the University of Hawaii Sea
Level Center (UHSLC). The intraseasonal variance was
obtained firstly by band-pass filtering using a cosineLanczos filter with half amplitudes at 30 and 120 days,
and then by estimating the mean variance on 120-days
consecutive segments.

Zonal changes in the sea level intraseasonal
variance along the equatorial Pacific
Fig. 1 shows the intraseasonal variance of sea level
from the three stations. It was observed from the
longest record (La Libertad) that during 1950-1979,
the variance was typically 5 cm2, with relatively small
peaks. In contrast, the next 34 years were characterized
by large peaks in 1982-83, 1986-87 and 1997-98.
All these periods correspond to El Niño years, with
particularly large events in 1982-83 and 1997-98. The
change in mean variance before and after 1980 at La
Libertad could be related to the PDO phase shift of
1977 (Mantua et al., 1997).

of El Niño at La Libertad and Santa Cruz stations, peaking
on Apr. (+1). At Christmas, the statistically significant
differences were limited to a few days of Jun. (0).

In order to unmask a possible bias introduced by the
great variance of the 1982-83 and 1997-98 El Niño
events, we also analyzed EP composites excluding those
two events. The results (not shown) indicate that the
differences were still significant between CP and EP El
Niño years at La Libertad and Santa Cruz stations, on
summer (+1) peak.

It is worth noting that the intraseasonal variance on
CP El Niño events experience a decrease from central
to eastern Pacific, which is more evident in the second
peak of El Niño (Fig. 2a). These findings evidence the
Kelvin wave dissipation process on CP El Niño events,
previously documented by Mosquera-Vásquez et al.
(2014) based on observed and modeled subsurface data.
Figure 1: Intraseasonal variance of sea level for equatorial
stations. The values in parentheses show the mean variance
over the corresponding period.

The variance average at Santa Cruz during the 19802012 period was 4 cm2, being somewhat lower than
La Libertad and Christmas (8 cm2). Yoon (1981) found
that the effects of the Galápagos islands in the energy
propagation and amplitude of Kelvin waves is negligible
due to the relatively smaller meridional scale (∼100 km)
of the archipelago, compared with the typical baroclinic
mode 1 internal deformation radius (∼485 km) of the
wave. For the 1997-98 El Niño event, the variance was
comparable between Christmas and Santa Cruz, but
far from the peak of almost 50 cm2 at La Libertad. This
pulse, occurred around May 1998, and was not observed
at Santa Cruz sea level. On the contrary, it raised the
sea level and slightly deepened the thermocline at the
Ecuadorian coast (Zambrano et al., 2000).
The sea level variance composites for EP and CP El Niño
events are shown on Fig. 2 (left panels). Generally, they
describe a two-peak pattern. The first is centered in
autumn (0) (summer (0)) on EP (CP) events. The second
peak occurs in summer (+1) on both events, persisting
by a couple of months.
The differences in variance levels between composites
are evident, especially over the second peak. In
Christmas, the CP event was more energetic than EP by
a factor of 1.6. By contrast, on eastern Pacific stations,
the EP composite had a larger variance than CP. The
difference reach +10 cm2 in Santa Cruz, but is greatest
on La Libertad (+15 cm2). Also, at this station, the second
peak is wider than that at Christmas and Santa Cruz.
We first tested the differences between the EP composite
(including 1982-83 and 1997-98 events) and the
CP composite (Fig. 2, right panels). Because of these
two extreme El Niño events, statistically significant
differences were observed during peak and decay phases

Discussion and conclusion
Herein, we studied the intraseasonal Kelvin wave
activity during El Niño traced by their surface
manifestation on sea level. Our results suggest some
distinctive characteristic patterns in which Kelvin waves
are present in the equatorial Pacific during both EP
and CP El Niño events. The intraseasonal Kelvin wave
activity peaks in austral summer, when generally El Niño
reach their maxima amplitude. Its variance is higher
during EP rather than CP events, and their differences
are statistically significant in the peak of the event. The
decrease in EKW energy levels in CP events is tied with
an observed attenuation of this signal on sea level height
altimetry, from central to eastern equatorial Pacific.
During the onset phase of El Niño EP, the variance levels
in the equatorial stations were slightly higher than in CP
years. Nevertheless, their differences are not statistically
significant (90% level). This increased variability of the
sea level during the onset could be a characteristic of
some extreme events (i.e. 1997-98 El Niño), a closer
examination of the data suggests this, but definitively
not of the CP events.

The low intraseasonal activity of sea level during CP
years observed in the eastern equatorial Pacific seems
to be determined more by scattering (due to a strong
thermocline slope) rather than by the wind, despite the
changes in its spatial pattern. In an extension of this
study, Cedeño (2015), using a simple equatorial Kelvin
wave model, shows that the intraseasonal variance of
modeled sea level for both types of El Niño events does
not show significant differences in the eastern Pacific
during the onset, peak and decaying phases (meaning
that, despite the wind forcing characteristics of each type
of El Niño events, the sea level response is similar in the
eastern Pacific). This is consistent with the description
of Dewitte et al. (2012a), who used data from a coupled
global circulation model. These authors found that
during CP years, the Kelvin wave amplitude responds in a
lesser extent to the forcing characteristics of zonal wind
stress, and more to a condition of equatorial thermocline
that promotes a wave dispersion in the eastern Pacific.
CLIVAR Exchanges No. 76, February 2019
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What controls the thermocline depth in the eastern
Pacific during CP events? Zhang and McPhaden (2006)
proposed that the local variations of zonal wind stress
in the eastern equatorial Pacific could work together
or against with the remote forcing to determine the
thermocline depth at this region, relativizing the wellknown ENSO mechanism of thermocline feedback.
Particularly, they referred that during 2002-03 El Niño
(CP) event, observed easterly winds were unusually
high in this basin, producing both a shallower
thermocline and intensification of local upwelling. In
our study, nevertheless, the variance composite of zonal
wind stress does not show a maximum of intraseasonal
activity in the eastern Pacific during CP years. It is
clear that a more detailed analysis of this variable is
required, as well as the quantification of their effect in
the variations of the local thermocline that determine,
ultimately, the attenuation degree of Kelvin waves in
central Pacific El Niño events.
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Abstract
The ocean warming and sea-level rise will significantly
impact coastal zones, displace ecosystems, alter
geomorphological configurations and their related
sediment dynamics, and increase the vulnerability
of man-made infrastructure; they are also expected
to intensify the coastal flooding occurrence on lowlying coasts in the next few decades. The West African
coast, a low-lying coastal area, has been declared as
one of the most vulnerable areas to experience annual
or more frequent flooding, implying an increase in
flood frequency that will require improved protection
and migration in some extreme cases. This challenge
requires the improvement of understanding on the
possible trends as well as contributions of different
forcing to the local coastal sea-level change and
subsidence at various time-scales and locations. These
aforementioned situations formed the fulcrum of my
research interest, that is, coastline change, sea level
change, coastal flooding, coastal subsidence and other
coastal processes along the Nigerian coast.

Figure 1: Map showing different sections of the Nigerian
coast.

Research Background
Coastal zones are the interface that occurs between
atmospheric, oceanic and land systems. Aside
from being key geomorphological archives, a large
proportion of the world’s population, critical economic
infrastructures and diverse ecosystems are found in
these regions. However, they face an uncertain future,
because they are highly vulnerable to the effects
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of global climate change, especially acceleration in
sea-level rise, further rise in sea temperature, more
extreme weather events and storms surges, and altered
precipitation and ocean acidification; and in addition
the human intervention (Vitousek et al., 2017; Borman
et al., 2016; Church et al., 2011; Nicholls and Cazenave,
2010). For coastal management, it implies that lowlying areas could potentially be subject to increased
erosion and flooding in the future. A predicted increase
in frequency and magnitude of storms would add the
issue of sea level rise, which not only has an impact on
coastal morphodynamics but affects the economy and
population of the low-lying coastal countries.

Research Region
This research focuses on the Nigerian coast of the Gulf
of Guinea (GoG), North Atlantic, where I have been
carrying out research for the past 5 years. The Nigerian
sector is the most fascinating sector of the GoG coast
for littoral research. This sector is truly superlative
because (i) it houses the world's third largest delta, (ii)
it is one of the world's most prolific hydrocarbon (oil
and gas) provinces on which the economy of the region
solely depends, and (iii) it’s morphologically defined
by barrier-lagoon, transgressive mud, arcuate delta
and flanks and strand coasts (Fig. 1). Due to the low
elevation and relief of Nigerian coast, a large number
of coastal dwellers and multi-billion dollars economic
infrastructures situated in this region are tend to subject
to coastal margin subsidence and rising sea levels,
which may lead to seawater incursions and inundation
of sensitive areas. The combined eustatic sea-level rise
and subsidence will have a direct negative impact on
more than 40 percent of the Nigerian population and
could also have severe consequences for Nigeria's
entire economy. In spite of this uniqueness, it is faced
with many environmental challenges and the spatial
and temporal variability of the governing coastal
processes and their implications in this sector remains
poorly studied.
Previous Research
My previous research along the Nigerian coast focused
on understanding shoreline evolution, on long-term
(century) and short-term (seasonal) scales and the
dominant processes responsible for these changes
on different timescales (Dada et al., 2015; Dada et al.,

2016a, b; Dada et al., 2018; Dada et al., 2019; Dada et
al., under review).

Current Research
My current research focuses on investigating the
recent trends in coastal sea level variations and coastal
flooding, as well as land subsidence in the Nigerian
Transgressive Mud coast, where accelerated coastline
retrogradation (as high as -39 m/yr; Figs 2-3) and
coastal flooding (Fig. 4) are taking place. However, the
mechanism causing accelerated coastal retrogradation
in this region remains unidentified (Dada et al., 2019;
Ebisemiju, 1987). Hence the objectives of my current
research are to:
1. investigate the recent trends in coastal sea level
and its relative contributions to the coastal flooding
events on the low-lying Nigerian Transgressive
Mud coast from altimetry-derived sea level, tides
and wave run-up intra- and inter-annual variability.
2. investigate the recent status and future potential
of land subsidence in the Nigerian sections of the
Transgressive Mud coast and equally the Niger
Delta, unravel and quantify the different drivers
of subsidence (whether natural or anthropogenic
processes), and to understand how they relate
to loss of ecosystem services under a changing
climate using remote sensing technique InSAR.

Figure 3: (a-f) Coastline retrogradation along the Mahin
Mud coast. Most of the houses along the Mahin mud coast
at Ayetoro and other areas have been overthrown by these
gullies (Dada et al., 2019).

Figure 2: Shoreline change along the Nigerian Transgressive
Mud coast (Dada et al., 2019).

Research Collaborations
Interested collaborators are welcome to join our
research team from any part of the world. Previous
works had been carried out in cooperation with
investigators from China and France.

Figure 4: Coastal flooding events at Ayetoro Coastal
Community along the Nigerian Transgressive Mahin Mud
coast (Dada et al., under review).
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Abstract
The study of vertical layers concerns the hydrodynamics,
biogeochemistry, climate system and cyclogenesis of
an ocean. The thermal inversion (TI) formation and
isothermal layer depth (ILD) in the Bay of Bengal (BoB)
were analyzed from 2009 to 2013 using Argo profile
float data. A new numerical methodology is devised
to determine the isothermal layer depth when two
categories of thermal inversions are encountered from
temperature profiles. The TI of the 1st category was
higher during the December-March, but that of the
2nd category was higher during May-September. In the
case of 0.06°C threshold, April-November temperature
profiles display comparatively less TI. The lack of
observational data hinders the more extensive study of
the TI formation in this bay.
1. Introduction
The coastal area of Bangladesh is a well-known region
for extreme cyclones and is strongly affected by this
occurrence. The upper layer heat content, known as
cyclonic heat potential, is the vital energy required
for the intensification and movement of tropical
cyclones of this basin (Bishnuet al., 2011). There exist
a significant relation between surface temperature and
the layer thickness of thermal inversion (TI). So the
research on the variation of TI is critical for the nation,
as the intensification rate of cyclones is responsive to
the initial ILD distribution and TI variation. Thadathil
et al. (2002) pointed out that throughout winter, strong
TI occurs along the northern Bay of Bengal (BoB).
Seasonal change in TI in the north Indian Ocean was
studied by Bijoy et al. (2006), and they found that the
inversion peak in February is approximately 1.57°C
in the BoB. Up to now very few studies are available
on the formation and spatio temporal variation of

TI (Thadathil et al., 1992 & 2002 & 2007 & 2016;
Bijoyet al., 2006; Girishkumar et al., 2013) in the BoB,
furthermore, those studies are not basin-wide, some
focus on part of the bay; and some pay attention to short
periods of time. In the present study two categories of
TI are defined and their spatiotemporal distribution in
the BoB is described briefly.

2. Materials and Method
2.1 Data
The temperature and salinity data of Argo profiling
floats for the duration of January 2009 to December
2013 are used here. The quality control procedures
have reduced the number of Argo profiles from 10626
to 9057. Each profile is interpolated by following the
cubic spline methodology for 1-meter vertical intervals
starting from 5 meters depth.
2.2 Method
Argo float cannot provide correct data at the surface of
the ocean. In this study, the temperature and salinity
at 5 meters depth are considered to be the surface
temperature and salinity, respectively.

In this study Mixed-layer depth (MLD) is calculated by
using fixed density criteria (i.e., 0.2 kgm-3 increase in
sigma-t from surface value) (Narvekar et al., 2014).
The ILD is calculated using the following mathematical
equations:
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Figure 1: Vertical profiles of temperature (red line) and sigma-t ( green line) depicting thermal inversion (TI) of the 1st category
(left) and the 2nd category (right) in the Bay of Bengal. MLD (upper rectangle), ILD (upper and middle rectangle) and BLT
(middle rectangle) are shown in Fig and star represent maximum temperature increase within thermal inversion profile.

Barrier layer thickness (BLT) is calculated as
the depth difference between isothermal layer
depth and mixed-layer depth (i.e., BLT=ILD-MLD).

When TI is absent, the general definition of ILD
is defined as the depth where the temperature of
sea water is 1°C lower than that at 5 meters depth
(considering the value at 5 meters depth as the surface/
initial value). The calculation of ILD is quite complex,
while the temperature profile displays TI. Sprintall et
al. (1992) has compared ILD values with the top of the
thermocline depth. He has also compared the MLD based
on a sigma-t criterion that was undertaken in three
equatorial regions of the tropical oceans. A shallower
mixed layer (ML) compared to an isothermal layer (IL)
is profound in the above-mentioned study. TI exposed
different stages such as growth stage, mature stage and
decay stage at certain times. The general definition of
ILD (i.e., when TI is absent) can cause overestimation
in calculating ILD for those stages of the TI profile
case. In the present research, while assessing the ILD,
two different categories of TI are noted, one thatstays
deeper than MLD (termed as the TI of the 1stcategory)
and the other inversion that stays within the MLD or
MLD is greater than the highest inversion temperature
depth (termed as TI of 2nd category) (see Fig. 1). In the
case of the 1st category of TI, MLD is shallower than
the highest TI temperature depth, but in the case of the
2nd category of TI, MLD is deeper than the highest TI
temperature depth.
The TI of the 1st category is similar to what defined by
Thadathil et.al. (2007),i.e., ILD is the maximum depth
where the MLD temperature is repeated below the ML
layer. In the case of the the 2nd category, ILD is defined
in such a way that it can balance the overestimation in
the calculation of ILD compared to using the general
definition of ILD (definition while TI is absent). As MLD
is greater than the highest inversion temperature depth
in the case of the 2nd category, there is no scope for
21
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the MLD temperature to repeat below the MLD layer.
Therefore, the definition of the TI for the 1st category
cannot be used in the 2nd category. For that rare case,
we need to devise a new methodology to calculate the
TI of the 2nd category. In the case of the 2nd category,
ILD is the maximum depth where the MLD temperature
is reduced by 1°C minus the mean temperature increase
(TIm) within the inversion layer.

3. Formation of TI
TI is a very common phenomenon in the Bob. The details
of TI distribution (1st category and 2nd category)
compared with two different threshold temperatures
(0.002°C and 0.06°C) are shown in Table 1. Argo
temperature profiles have an error of ±0.002°C. Using
a threshold temperature of 0.002°C, it can be noted
that out of a total of 7442 profiles, 45% (3319 in no.)
of profiles have shown the TI of the 1st category, while
33% (2463 in no.) of profiles have shown the TI of the
2nd category, but only 22% (1660 in no.) of profiles
have shown the absence of TI. The average temperature
difference in the TI of the 2nd category is 0.06°C. When
using a threshold temperature 0.06°C, it can be noted
that out of a total of 7442 profiles, 40% (3002 in no.)
of profileshave shown the TI of the 1st category, while
13% (972 in no.) of profiles have shown the TI of the
2nd category, but 47% (3468 in no.) of profiles have
shown the absence of TI. In the case when threshold
temperature is 0.002oC, the highest number of the TI
of the 1st category is noted throughout January within
74% of profiles, which is consistent with the result of
Thadathil et al. (2002), stating that strong temperature
inversions were prominent throughout winter; and
the lowest is noted throughout April and May. The
highest number of the TI of the 2nd category is noted
throughout June with 62% of profiles, and the lowest
was displayed throughout March with 14% of profiles.
In the case when threshold temperature is 0.06°C,the
highest number of the TI of the 1st category is noted
throughout January with 70% of profiles, and the

lowest is noted throughout April and May with 11%
of profiles. The highest number of the TI of the 2nd
category is noted throughout June and July with 22%
of profiles, and the lowest was displayed throughout
February with 5% of profiles. If we omit less than a
0.06°C increase in subsurface temperature, then 47%
of profiles indicate no TI throughout the year (Table 1).

Table 2: Month wise distribution of TI profiles (1st category)
with different parameters

Table 1: Comparison of the thermal inversion (TI) profiles
(1st category, 2nd category and absence of TI) using two
different threshold temperatures(in percentages)

Note: TI1= thermal inversion of the 1st category, TI2=
thermal inversion of the 2nd category, NTI= absence
of thermal inversion, Boldface Italic numbers show
distinguishing features.

The month wise distribution of several parameters in
different categories of TI is described in Tables 2&3.
Within the 1st category of TI, the average temperature
increase is 0.6°C, average maximum TI is 2.1°C, average
depth of TI starts at 9.9 meters, average depth of
maximum temperature increase is 35.4 meters, average
MLD is 25.7 meters, and average ILD is 49.1 meters.
Within the 2nd category of TI, the average temperature
increase is 0.1°C, average maximum TI is 0.8°C, average
depth of TI starts at 8.3 meters, average depth of
maximum temperature increase is 26.6 meters, average
MLD is 39.1 meters, and average ILD is 54.2 meters. From
Table 2, it is noted that maximum TI depth is shallower
than MLD in the 2nd category of TI, which is opposite the
case in the 1st category. It is also remarkable that MLD is
deeper in the 2nd category compared to 1st category of
TI. Note: DT= Difference in temperature during inversion
in °C, MDT=Maximum difference in temperature in
a profile during inversion, DTIS= Depth of TI start,
DMTI=Depth of maximum TI, MLD= Mixedlayer depth,
ILD=Isothermal layer depth.
4. Conclusion
TI is a phenomenon that occurs most prominently along
the northern BoB. The TI layer leads to intensified ILD
in the respective periods. A new numerical methodology
(i.e., 2nd category of TI) is devised to determine ILD when
two categories of TI were encountered from temperature
profiles. The upper layer variation is related to several

Table 3: Month wise distribution of the TI of the 2nd
category and TI absent with different parameters

other physical processes in the BoB. The intensification
of cyclones can be extensively examined from the
perspective of TI heat content. Detailed studies should
be done in the future work.
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Introduction
The Egyptian Mediterranean coast hosts five lakes
which are collectively called the Northern Lakes. These
lakes receive their water mainly from agricultural
drainage systems. Over the years, the water quality of
these drains has continually been deteriorating, and
the levels of pollutants have increased inside the lakes
(Siam and Ghobrial, 2000; Okbah and El-Gohary, 2002;
Saad et al., 2003; Ali and Khairy, 2016;) (1,2,3,4), which
in turn could affect adversely on the water quality of
the Mediterranean coastal water, as the northern lakes
discharge their water directly to the coastal water
through natural channels.

One of these lakes is Idku Lake, which suffered from a
significant increase of nitrogen levels over the last few
decades (Saad and Younes, 2006; EEAA, 2015) (5,6),
and affected negatively on the water quality of Abu
Qir bay (Emam et al., 2013; Hemaida, 2016; Ismail and
Osman, 2016;) (7,8,9), which is connected directly to
the lake through an outlet (Figure 1).

biogeochemical model was developed on the basis of
Delft3D over the period from November 2015 to May
2016. The model comprised most of the nitrogen cycle
components and processes (Figure 2a), as well as the
hydrodynamics controlling factors within the model
domain including (water levels at the bay and the Lake
Outlet, wind direction and speed, bottom roughness,
and water viscosity).

Delft3D is a modeling suite was developed by the
Deltares Institute (The Netherlands), Delft3D consists
of a number of modules, which are linked to and
integrated with one another. The most common
modules for estuarine and coastal ecological modeling
approaches, are (Delft3D-FLOW and Delft3D-WAQ).
The FLOW module is a multi-dimensional (2D or 3D)
hydrodynamic (and transport) simulation program
which calculates non-steady flow and transport
phenomena resulting from tidal and meteorological
forcing on a curvilinear, boundary fitted grid or
spherical coordinates (Delft3D-FLOW, 2016) (10).
Whilst, Delft3D-WAQ simulates the far and mid-field
water and sediment quality due to a variety of transport
and water quality processes. It includes several
advection diffusion solvers and an extensive library of
standardized process formulations with user-selected
substances (Delft3D-WAQ, 2016) (11).

Figure 1: Map illustrating the study area (Coordinates are
in UTM).

In this study we try to investigate the dynamics of
the nitrogen components that disperse from the lake
into the bay, by taking into account the impact of
hydrodynamics on the dispersion patterns of nitrogen
forms as well as the biogeochemical cycle.
Materials and Methods
A coupled high resolution

hydrodynamic

-

Figure 2a: The components and processes of the
developed biogeochemical model.
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The hydrodynamic model grid was developed via
RGFGRID which is an extension tool in Delft3D suite.
The grid consisted of 405 grid points in horizontal
direction and 201 grid points in vertical direction. As
presented in (Figure 2b), the grid cells were intensified
particularly around the outlet. Moreover, the grid cell
resolution was (33*30 m), while in the intensified area,
the grid cell resolution was (12.14 * 14.05 m).
After ending the simulation of the hydrodynamic
model, a coupling process was operated, for integrating
the outputs of the hydrodynamic model with the
biogeochemical model processes and components.

Figure 4: Spatial dispersion of Total Nitrogen (mg/l-N)
from Idku Lake outlet to Abu Qir bay over different times of
the simulation.

Regarding the nitrogen cycle, the dissolved oxygen
levels have played a key role in regulating the cycle
processes.
Figure 2b: The grid of the developed hydrodynamic model.

Results and Discussion
The model results showed that the water level in the
lake was higher than those in the bay (Figure 3), leading
the dispersion of nitrogen toward the bay (Figure 4).
In addition, a hypothetical scenario has been set to
investigate the impact of sea level rise at the bay on the
fate of nitrogen components in Idku Lake. The results
pointed out that the increase of water level at Abu Qir
bay will lead to seawater intrusion toward the lake,
which in turn may sequester the nitrogen forms inside
the lake, and consequently increase the eutrophication
rate in Idku lake.

As the study area is a shallow coastal area, and the water
column there was turbulent oxygenated, this resulted
in the increase of the nitrification rate as well as the
inhabitation of the denitrification process. Detrital
nitrogen in algal cells was transferred to sediments by
settling. Also, the sedimentary nitrogen mineralization
process had a pivotal role in releasing more
nitrogen fluxes back to the water column (Figure 5).

Figure 3: Water levels variation at the outlet and the bay over the simulation time.
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Figure 5: Schematic overview of the systematic nitrogen
transformations over the model domain. Negative fluxes
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Conclusion
Most of nitrogen forms that derived from Idku lake
outlet, were dissipated and transported over the open
boundaries of the model domain. In addition, the
residence time of water masses was very low over the
simulation time, decreasing the rate of retention of
nitrogen fluxes over the study area.
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Abstract
This report summarizes the work being carried out
by the Environmental Fluid Dynamics Group of the
University of Granada (UGR) within the European
project AQUACLEW (Advancing quality of climate
services for European water). The overall goal of
AQUACLEW is to use innovative research techniques
and integrated co-development with users to advance
the quality and usability of several climate services
for a number of water related sectors under climate
change scenarios.

Within AQUACLEW-UGR we will analyze the changes in
physical processes such as sea waves, fluvial discharges
and sediment transport, which interact and control the
dynamics of the study zones as well as the integrity
of the physical environment and ecologic condition.
The analysis will be made under different climate
change and sea level rise scenarios. The case studies
are the Guadalfeo and Adra rivers, located in Granada
and Almería (Spain) respectively, and their deltas and
adjacent coasts.

This work aims to have a better understanding of
climate change impacts and to improve the adaptive
capability of fluvial, coastal and transition zones in
Mediterranean environments that have been altered by
human activities. More precisely, the specific objectives
of the project are (1) to develop advanced feedback
loops along the whole chain of information production
of the climate services, to better understand the needs
of the users, (2) to contribute to the quality and usability
of climate services at fluvial, coastal and transition
zones of semiarid watersheds in the Mediterranean
Andalusian coast and (3) to evaluate if and how the
co-developed work facilitates decision-making by
evaluating two real-world case studies.
Introduction
Deltaic systems are unique landscapes in continuous
transformation due to the sculpting action of marine
and fluvial dynamics. In the last two centuries, the
occupation of these areas due to the growth of tourism
and the industrial development has favored the
irrational use of their resources. The non-integrated
management of these systems leads to important
economic costs and does not meet the goals of the
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EU framework directives of application for rivers
and coastal zones. In particular, it deviates from the
principles of the Water Framework Directive 2000/60
and the Directive 2014/89 for maritime spatial
planning.

Mediterranean deltas are especially vulnerable to sea
level rise, which is one of the most important causes
of delta retreat around the globe (Duong et al., 2016).
Therefore, the present issues found in deltaic systems
and the erosion in the adjacent coasts will become
aggravated in a climate change scenario that includes
sea level rise and changes in the frequency and
persistence of storms.
The evidence of climate change has increased the
demand of data and favoured the creation of climate
services (CS) that provide projections at different time
and spatial scales. In AQUACLEW-UGR, we propose to
use innovative research techniques and integrated codevelopment with users to advance the quality and
usability of several CSs in coastal areas. This work
will contribute to the Environmental Fluid Dynamics
Group’s ongoing research into how climate change
impacts fluvial sediment dynamics and how this in turn
affects coastal processes.
The Environmental Fluid Dynamics Group (http://gdfa.
ugr.es) of the Andalusian Institute for Earth System
Research (IISTA) of the University of Granada, Spain is
an interdisciplinary group whose expertise comprises
a wide range of fields, such as:
• Integrated management of ports and coasts and
risk analysis in engineering.
• Hydro- and morpho- dynamics of coastal and fluvial
environments, including rivers, beaches, deltas and
estuaries.
• Interaction between nature and infrastructures.
• Theoretical, numerical and experimental analysis
of fluvial, marine and coastal structures.
• Characterization and simulation of multivariate
maritime climate data.
AQUACLEW
AQUACLEW (http://aquaclew.eu) is part of the ERA4CS
(European Research Area for Climate Services) project,

Figure 1: Project methodology for user-driven design, development and evaluation of climate services

an initiative by JPI Climate (Joint Programming
Initiative), co-funded by the European Commission
(Grant 690462) with a timeframe of 2017-2020. It
brings together nine complementary organizations
from across Europe, with different experience and
expertise in developing climate services, providing
data and collaborating with users.
The overall goal of AQUACLEW is to use innovative
research techniques and integrated co-development
with users to advance the quality and usability of
several climate services for a number of water related
sectors under climate change scenarios.

The methodology will be tested in seven diverse
real-world local case-studies for climate adaptation
decision-making across Europe (from southern Spain
to northern Sweden) which includes:
• Flash flood risks in pre-alpine regions.
• Flash flood risks in urban areas.
• Drought and water resource allocation for industry,
tourism, agriculture and energy.
• Hydropower production.
• Biodiversity decline.
• Agricultural production.
• Sediment transport and coastal erosion.
AQUACLEW-UGR
In the case of the University of Granada (AQUACLEWUGR), the project will focus on the issue of sediment
transport and coastal erosion by studying fluvial and
coastal interactions under Mediterranean climate
conditions and climate change scenarios. This research
will lead to the development of innovative new climate
services for the sustainable management of these
systems at a regional scale. For this, two case studies
have been proposed: the Guadalfeo and Adra rivers,
their deltas and adjacent coasts.

The Guadalfeo and Adra rivers are located in Granada
and Almería, respectively, both flowing into the Alborán
sea in the south of Spain. Their basins are semiarid,
have a small size (1250 km2 and 746 km2, respectively)
and show significant gradients with altitude that
greatly condition the erosive dynamics and sediment
transport to their adjacent coasts.

Guadalfeo River basin
In the Guadalfeo River basin (southern Spain, Figure 1),
the same as in other rivers of the Mediterranean coast,
the gravel nature and the huge availability of sediment
boost the bed load sediment transport (Millares et
al., 2014a; 2014b), being the main contributor to the
supply of coastal sediments.
The river was dammed 19 km upstream from the
mouth in 2004, regulating 85% of the basin runoff. As
a consequence, the delta currently presents erosion
problems and severe coastline retreat (Figures 3-4).

Figure 3: Guadalfeo river mouth before (left) and after
(right) river damming

Figure 2: Location of the study site
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This stretch of beach is occupied by an exclusive hotel
complex, golf fields, restaurants, farming settlements
and residential properties that are primarily summer
homes. Therefore, the coast has high environmental
and recreational value. For this reason, artificial
nourishment projects have been frequently conducted
since the construction of the dam (Figure 6). However,
the success of these interventions has been very
limited partly due to the too fine sediment used for
the nourishment, the morphology of the nourished
coastline (Bergillos et al., 2018) and the increasing sealevel and climate change impacts.

Figure 4: Aerial images of the Guadalfeo river mouth with
highlighted shoreline

This area has become particularly vulnerable not only
to human-driven changes but also to the effects of global
warming with respect to the increase of the frequency
and intensity of storms and sea-level rise giving place
to flooding events and coastal erosion (Figure 5).

This project will focus on the sediment transport and
coastal erosion problem and aims to bring research
closer to coastal managers, providing them with
an overview and detailed characterization of the
morphodynamics in the study sites and management
alternatives under climate change and sea level rise
scenarios along with an uncertainty assessment.
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Abstract
The tropical coastal ocean is a vital jigsaw-piece
to understanding exchanges of energy, moisture,
and carbon between the atmosphere and the ocean
biospheres. Carbon dioxide, latent and sensible heat
fluxes, microclimate variables, and surface water
temperature data were collected using an instrumented
platform at the north-eastern end of a tropical island
(5°28’6’’N, 100°12’1’’E), which is within the intertidal
zone on the continental shelf of the Malacca Straits in
the southern South China Sea. The instruments were
installed on a stainless-steel platform extending the
pre-existing pier. Starting from November 2015, data
was collected for more than two years, during which all
cycles of the seasons or Monsoons were encompassed.
To determine the carbon dioxide and energy fluxes, the
eddy covariance method was used. The results of the
analyses are briefly discussed. The data and results
have important applications in improving numerical
weather models. Our website at http://atmosfera.usm.
my periodically displays the recent 24-hour fluxes and
microclimate variables measured.
Introduction
The coastal ocean is a major component of the
biogeochemical carbon cycle (Bauer et al., 2013; Chen
et al., 2013; Gruber et al., 2009). The coastal ocean
contributes 30% of the total carbon dioxide (CO2)
sink of the global ocean (Chen & Borges, 2009). Some
researchers found that this contribution could be
even larger. Tsunogai et al. (1999) reported that the
continental shelves can take up to 1 Pg of CO2 annually
(i.e., 50% of the global ocean CO2 uptake).

The high heat capacity of the ocean enables it to
regulate the weather and climate through the exchanges
of energy and mass. The tropical coastal ocean
remains a vital jigsaw-piece to understand the global
atmosphere-ocean exchanges. With the establishment
of the eddy covariance station, two years of continuous
observations of the energy and mass fluxes, and
microclimate variables are made possible, which can
be used to elucidate the atmosphere-ocean processes

of the tropical coastal ocean.

Locations of the highest exchange of carbon, moisture,
and energy have yet to be discovered but prove
important to further improvement of climate and
weather predictions. Therefore, the purpose of the
work is to understand the role of the tropical coastal
ocean as the exchangers of energy and mass fluxes and
their links to the microclimate and seasonal drivers.
Site description and instrumentation
CO2, energy fluxes, microclimate variables, as well as
the sea water temperature, were collected at a tropical
coastal ocean at the north-western end of the island of
Pulau Pinang, Malaysia (Figure 1). The station, which is
named the “Muka Head Station”, is located within the
intertidal zone and enclosed strait. The wave heights
there are relatively low, which is approximately 0.25
m. The mean water depth beneath the station is 4
m. The location experiences tropical Monsoons: The
Northeast Monsoon from December to March, the
Spring Transitional Monsoon from April to May, the
Southwest Monsoon from June to September, and the
Fall Transitional Monsoon from October to November.

The CO2 and energy fluxes were measured using an
eddy covariance system, which was installed on a stable
stainless-steel platform extending a pre-existing pier
so that the system would be directly over the tropical
coastal ocean. The eddy covariance system included a
3-D sonic anemometer (model 81000V, RM Young, USA)
and an open-path CO2/H2O gas analyzer (model LI7500A, LI-COR, Inc., USA) installed 4.1 m above the sea
water surface. The gas analyzer and sonic anemometer
were factory-calibrated before deployment. A data
logger (model LI-7550 Analyzer Interface Unit, LI-COR,
Inc., USA) was used to record the eddy covariance data
at a frequency of 20 Hz. The sonic anemometer was
also used to measure wind speed and wind direction.
The flux data were averaged in 30-min blocks.
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Figure 1: Location of the eddy covariance and Biomet
system at the Muka Head station denoted as a black circle
(5°28’6’’N, 100°12’1’’E).

The“Biomet” system, which consisted the slowresponse sensors, measured the microclimate variables.
The sensors were the atmospheric temperature and
relative humidity (RH) sensor (model HMP155, Vaisala,
Finland; the accuracy of TA is ±0.7°C and the accuracy
of RH is ±1.7%), the pyranometer (RG) (model LI200SL, LI-COR, Inc., USA; error was <5%), and the net
radiometer (RN) (model NR LITE 2, Kipp & Zonen, Inc.,
USA; sensitivity was 13.6 µV W–1 m–2). These sensors
complemented the eddy covariance system. Sea water
temperatures at depths of 0.5 m (TS1) and 2.5 m
(TS2) were measured using two thermistors (LI-COR,
Inc., USA) with the accuracy of ±1°C. Since TS1 was
positioned near the water surface, the temperature
measurements were assumed to be the sea surface
temperature. An additional data logger recorded the
Biomet data (model 9210b Xlite, Sutron Corporation,
USA) at a sampling frequency of 1 min and averaged in
30-min blocks. All slow-response sensors were factorycalibrated before installation.
Results and Discussion
The CO2 flux reveals the dynamical nature of the CO2
exchange of the coastal tropical ocean on monthly
to seasonal time scales. Overall, the tropical coastal
ocean was a strong CO2 sink with an annually-averaged
mean of –0.07 μmol m–2 s–1 (or –2.10 mol C m–2 yr–1).
Figure 2 shows the averaged CO2 flux reported at other
locations in the South East Asia and East Asia regions
(Bates, 2006; Shim et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2000; Zhai
& Dai, 2009; Zhai et al., 2005; Zhai et al., 2007; Zhu et
al., 2009).

CO2 flux was regulated by precipitation and the
Monsoons. Larger amount of precipitation led to
higher CO2 flux. The daily-averaged CO2 flux time
series (Figure 3) showed that it absorbed 60% more
CO2 during the Northeast Monsoon and the Spring
Transitional Monsoon than during the Southwest
Monsoon and Fall Transitional Monsoon. Monthly
cumulative precipitation was large and peaked in
September 2016, which possibly led to the increasing
and sustaining daily-averaged CO2 flux in OctoberDecember 2016. The persistent CO2 emission could be
due to the large riverine carbon input brought by the
increased precipitation. While positive CO2 flux was
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Figure 2: Sources and sink of carbon dioxide fluxes (unit in
mol C m–2 yr–1) in the South East Asia and East Asia.

intermittent and sudden in other monthly intervals, the
October-December months were the only interval that
features constant positive CO2 flux.

Figure 3: Daily-averaged CO2 flux (μmol m–2 s–1) from
November 2015 to January 2017; the red curve is the
smoothed averaged CO2 flux values and the shaded area is
the 95% confidence interval.

With regards to the overall energy budget, the
results show that the southern South China Sea
water heats up at the beginning of the year and
cools as the year progresses (Figure 4). The three
measured parameters of the solar radiation and
energy deficit (or energy input and storage), i.e.,
global (RG), net (RN), and deficit (Ɛ), peaked in
April, and thereafter, the values decreased steadily
throughout the year.

The energy stored in the ocean water intensified
evaporation (LE), whereas the released sensible
heat (H) increased during the cooling periods.
During the Monsoons periods between the
Monsoons, the change in LE recorded was –30%
while that in H was +18%. The inter-annual
variations in LE (Figure 4) steadily decreased from

January to May, thereafter the values were considerably
constant until September, from when the sensible heat
steadily increased towards the maximum. The plateaulike shape produced a near-flat trend from May to
September. In contrast to LE, H (Figure 4) increased
steadily from January to May and decreased between
May and June before increased again until August when
it became constant through to December.
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Conclusions
This is the first few high-resolution eddy covariance
measurement of CO2 and energy fluxes in the intertidal
zone of the tropical coastal ocean in the southern South
China Sea. This location is severely under-sampled in the
global network of flux measurements and unrepresented
in the climate and weather models. The results show
that the tropical coastal ocean is a carbon sink regulated
by precipitation and seasonal changes. The results also
show that the seasons affected the energy (LE and H)
exchanges between the ocean and the atmosphere. The
reader can also refer to our research website at http://
atmosfera.usm.my to view the past 24-hour fluxes and
microclimate variables measured.
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between the tropical coastal ocean and atmosphere.
Further work can also be pursued by the “closing” of
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accounting the tide, the storage, and the input of mass
as well as water into the mass and energy budgets of the
tropical coastal ocean system. More studies and analyses
are also needed at other locations to generalize the
process-based understanding of the atmosphere-ocean
interactions for parameterization purposes in numerical
weather and climate models.
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Abstract
Monthly average AVISO altimeter data with Argo and
OFES (OGCM for the Earth Simulator) data are utilized
to examine the heat storage (HS) variability in the Bay
of Bengal (BoB). The preliminary analysis using Argo
and OFES data suggested that the HS anomaly (∆H)
in the BoB indicates an increasing trend. Further, it is
noted that the surface (upper 5m) salinity (freshening)
is decreasing (increasing) while mean temperature and
salinity in the upper 100 m is increasing. In general, we
refer the temperature change from the surface to some
reference depth level (either mixed-layer depth or a
deep layer) during the estimation of the heat content
based on observations (ex: Argo) or model simulations
(ex: OFES) in the ocean. As there exists an uncertainty
in the estimated HS by using a reference depth level due
to the complexity in the BoB, it brings the importance of
using the observed change of sea level for the estimation
of HS. The relationship between the sea level change
and the HS variability has been discussed in previous
studies and the HS derived from the sea level will
provide an accurate results due to: 1) its sensitivity to
changes in the heating throughout the water column; 2)
no assumption about a mixed-layer or a reference depth
level. We have noted in the results from the preliminary
analysis that the magnitude, seasonality, and trend of
∆H varies with the method utilized to compute ∆H in
the BoB. Further, the monthly sea surface temperature
(SST) from Extended Reconstructed SST (ERSST) over
100 years (1891-2016) highlights, that the mean SST
in the BoB has increased up to ~1°C since the 1950s.
Thus the noted variations in ∆H and evidence for the
heat buildup in the BoB highlights the necessity of
examining the variations of ∆H utilizing long-term
datasets. This study is in progress and expects that the
findings will provide a positive contribution to solve/
understand the heat storage variability in the BoB.
1 Introduction
The Bay of Bengal (BoB) a unique region in the global
ocean due to the influences from Asian monsoon,
freshwater flux (precipitation + river runoff), strongly
stratified surface layer, seasonally reversing monsoon
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currents, and seasonal winds, is a semi enclosed basin
located in the northern Indian Ocean (Figure 1a). The
BoB rim-countries experiences natural hazards, such
as tropical cyclones, floods, land-slides, storm surges,
tsunami (not frequent), coastal erosion, and sea level
rise due to global warming which brings negative
impacts on ecology/economy of the countries. The
region is quite complex due to its dynamics and its
influence (ecological and economical) on the rimcountries brings the relative importance of scientific
research studies in order to understand its dynamics.

Figure 1a: Bathymetry of the BoB, region marked in dashed
square represents the area selected for the study (5 – 20°
N; 80 – 95° E).

The importance of understanding the role of ocean on
weather and climate under a warming environment
has been pointed out in previous studies while the
long term changes in SST is been considered as one of
the good indicators which provides evidence of ocean
warming and heat buildup. The SST in the BoB indicates
an increasing trend since 1950s and it is clearly evident
from the estimations of ERSST (Figure 1b). The noted
increasing trend of SST in the BoB is linked with global
warming and highlights the potential of heat buildup

in the region. Though the increasing trend of SST in the
BoB has been well examined in previous studies, the
studies has been limited to a certain depth level (ex:
upper 700 m). However, the heat storage variability
and its long term changes in the entire basin have
not been examined in detail before. Therefore in the
present study, we have examined the heat storage
variability in the BoB using monthly mean data from
Argo, OFES (Masumoto et al., 2004), and sea surface
height anomalies (SSHA) from AVISO (January 2004
to December 2011). The heat storage anomalies (∆H)
estimated using the SSHA, is capable of producing a
clear picture for the entire basin in terms of thermal
expansion of the water, without limitations of
depth. Further, we have considered the effect from
stratification on upper-ocean heat content.

2.2 Estimation of ∆H using SSH data
If there is a change in sea level due to warming of the
oceans (thermal expansion), there is a possibility to
estimate the heat content in the ocean in terms of
observed sea level. Gill and Niiler (1973), pointed out
that the changes in the ocean heat storage will influence
the ocean topography due to the change in water density
in terms of thermal expansion. Thus it leads for a direct
relationship between sea level change and heat storage
considering the relationship between heat storage and
density change (Chambers and Tapley, 1997). Therefore
the ∆H is estimated using Eq. (3).
∆H=(ρCP)/α ∆η

(3)

Where α is the thermal expansion coefficient of sea water
and ∆η is the change in sea level. This relation provides
a better ∆H result than the ∆H estimated using Eq. (2),
as the sea level is sensitive to the changes in the heat
content throughout the water column and can detect
heat storage changes in the deepest layers.
However, the sea level change (∆η) recorded in the
satellite observations is not solely due to the thermal
expansion of sea water.

Figure 1b: Monthly sea surface temperature (SST)
variability estimated from ERSST (1891 – 2016) for the
study area. Dashed black line represents the threshold SST
(28° C) for the tropical cyclone genesis.

2 Data and Methods
2.1 Estimation of mixed-layer ∆H
We utilize OFES and gridded Argo data to estimate
the monthly mixed-layer ∆H in the BoB from 2004
to 2010. Mixed-layer depth (MLD) is defined as the
depth where the density change is equivalent to 0.8 °C
temperature change from the surface value at 1 m (Rao
and Sivakumar, 2000), which can be estimated using Eq.
(1). This criterion is based on temperature with a fixed
threshold (dT=0.8°C) and considers both temperature
and salinity effects on stratification.
MLD= depth where[θ= (θ(T,S,P) +θ (T+dT,S,P) )]

(1)

Where S is salinity, T is temperature at 1 m depth, P is
water pressure and θ is the water density. The heat
storage anomaly in the BoB is estimated using (Eq. 2),
which is based on mixed-layer temperature and MLD.

		
∆H=ρCP h ∆T			
(2)
Where ∆H is the stored heat anomaly per unit area(Jm-2),
ρ is the sea water density (ρ =1024 kgm-3), CP is the
specific heat capacity of sea water (Cp≈4000 Jkg-1 K-1), ∆T
is the vertically averaged temperature anomaly, which
is estimated by removing the 7 year mean (∆T=T-Tmean),
and h is the reference depth. We have considered two
reference depth levels as, h=MLD and h=250m for the
study in order to examine the sensitivity of ∆H to the
reference depth level.

Δη=ΔηAVISO+ε				

(4)

Therefore the ∆η recorded in altimeter products is
consisted with errors (ε) such as: instrument errors,
tides, inverted barometer effect, change in ∆η due to the
variability of salinity, and changes due to the barotropic
response of the ocean to wind (propagating waves,
surface currents, meso-scale eddies…etc.). Thus it is
important to remove the other influencing factors from
altimetry data except the thermal expansion impact
in order to enhance the accuracy of the results. In the
present study we utilize AVISO L4 monthly data from
2004 to 2010 obtained from Physical Oceanography
Distributed Active Archive Center (PODAAC) (AVISO,
2011). The dataset is corrected for instrument errors,
tides, and inverted barometer effects during the data
processing and we apply the standard corrections to
remove other the errors mentioned above.
2.3 Estimation of stratification / freshwater influence
The stratified upper-layers in the tropical oceans tends
to trap more heat energy and maintain a warmer
surface-layer than the deeper layers. The stratification in
the BoB is heavily depending on the vertical distribution
of salinity rather than the temperature. The freshwater
influx to the BoB during summer to post-summer
monsoon causes a less dense surface water layer. During
this time there is subsurface water intrusion from
the Arabian Sea (AS) into the BoB which brings high
salinity waters and influence the increase of subsurface
salinity. Thus it leads to the strengthening of the vertical
stratification, which increases the potential for the heat
accumulation in the upper waters in the BoB. Hence we
estimate the influence of stratification utilizing available
CTD data from National Oceanographic Data Center
(NODC) with OFES and Argo data sets. The freshwater
content (HFW) in the BoB, is calculated using Eq. (5)
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with respect to a reference salinity (Sref), following
Mahadevan et al., (2016).

where, Z(Sref) is the depth of the isohaline Sref. The
selected isohaline for Sref, must lies well below the
freshwater influenced layer (ex: Sref=35 psu). The water
stability (E) in terms of the buoyancy frequency is
estimated using Eq. (6)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 ms-2), ρ
is the sea water density (kgm-3), ρ* is the mean density
in the water column dz, z is the depth (m), and C is
the sound velocity (ms-1) in the sea water (Chen and
Millero, 1977).

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 illustrates the average MLD and standard
deviation in the BoB, estimated from Argo and OFES
data (2004 – 2010). The mean MLD varies between 15
– 45 m and indicates the presence of a deeper (shallow)
mixed-layer in the southeastern (northern) part of
the BoB (Figure 2a and b). However the estimated
MLD from OFES data indicates relatively larger values
compared to that estimated from Argo. The differences
between the estimated MLDs is evident in the standard
deviation (Figure 2c and d) and it suggests the presence
of a larger MLD variability in the southern BoB from
the Argo estimation while the northwestern BoB from
the OFES estimation.

calculated from two different datasets indicates a
strong positive correlation for the entire BoB with r >
0.6 at 95% significance level (Figure 3b). However, the
accuracy of the estimated MLD depends on the choice
of MLD criterion and the vertical resolution of the data
(Pathirana et al., manuscript submitted, 2018).

Figure 3: Correlations between (a) MLDs estimated from
Argo and OFES, and (b) ∆H estimated from Argo and OFES
data.

Seasonality of ∆H is evident from both datasets and
indicates the evidences of positive ∆H (negative ∆H /
releasing) during monsoon transition (winter) periods
(Figure 4). The presence of an increasing trend in the
∆H is noted from 2004 to 2010 and points out the
existence of a potential for the heat buildup in the BoB.
Thus the noted increasing trend in SST after 1950s
(Figure 1b) and in ∆H estimated considering h=MLD
(Figure) provide clear evidences of heat buildup in the
upper-layers of the BoB and highlights the necessity
of examining the long term changes in basin scale ∆H
in order to explain the heat buildup in the region with
higher accuracy.

Figure 4: Seasonal variability of ∆H in the BoB during
2004 – 2010 from Argo (red line) and OFES (blue line). The
dashed black line represents the linear trend of ∆H.

Figure 2: Average MLD (a) Argo, (b) OFES, and its standard
deviation (c) Argo, (d) OFES in the BoB.

The difference between the estimated MLD from
two datasets is evident in the correlation values (r),
while it is noted the presence of a strong positive
correlation in the central BoB (Figure 3a). Though
there are differences in the estimated MLDs, the ∆H
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Though there are uncertainties in the estimated ∆H
using Argo and OFES data due to the coarse vertical
resolution and choice of MLD, still it provides enough
evidences to understand the mixed-layer heat storage
variability in the BoB. However it depends on the
criteria we utilized to estimate the MLD and also on
the dataset. Due to such uncertainties, the estimated
∆H varies according to the referred depth level and it
does not provide a clear picture for an entire basin as
we do not have observations below 2000m depth in the
ocean.
In order to examine the variability of ∆H due to the
referred depth level in the BoB, we have estimated
∆H using h=MLD, h=250m, and using SSHA and the

results are presented in Figure 5. It is evident in the
results that the magnitude, seasonality, and trend
varies with the method utilized to compute ∆H in the
BoB. The ∆H based on MLD clearly follows the seasonal
cycle of SST and MLD with peaks during pre-summer
(April-May) and post-summer (October-November) in
the BoB. Though the peak of ∆H during pre-summer is
evident at any reference depth considered to compute
∆H, the peak of ∆H during post-summer shifts to winter
with increasing the reference depth level. However,
as we have considered only 7 years, here we do not
conclude the reasons for the noted change in ∆H in the
BoB.

freshwater layer in terms of stratification and sea level
change in seasonal timescales.

The noted variations in ∆H and evidences for the
heat buildup in the BoB highlights the necessity of
examining the variations in ∆H utilizing long-term
datasets. This study is in progress and expect that the
findings will provide a positive contribution to solve/
understand the dynamics in the BoB. Our goal is to find
a method for the accurate estimation of heat storage
variability (seasonal / long-term) in the BoB. The full
research paper will be available under the same title
in this article or can be accessed through writing to the
corresponding author.
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4 Summary
In this study we are focusing on the heat storage
variability in the BoB and the importance of using
altimetry data to estimate the ∆H. The heat changes in
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Abstract
Long-term atmospheric reanalyses provide an
opportunity to reconstruct historical storm surge
events. In this study, the historical storm surge from
March, 13th 1906 in the German Bight is investigated.
For this event, a tide surge model was run, forced by
tidal constituents from the FES2004 tide model and
by wind and pressure fields from ensemble members
of the 20th Century Reanalysis project and the ERACLIM project. Initial results show that while winds
from a few ensemble members produce surges close
to the observations, generally wind fields appear to be
too weak to reproduce observed water level extremes
during this event.

Introduction
On March, 13th 1906, a severe storm surge hit the
German North Sea coast. For many East Frisian Islands
in the southern part of the German Bight, it still
represents one of the highest ever observed extreme
(Deutsches Gewässerkundliches Jahrbuch, 2014).
So far, a detailed analysis was not possible because
of missing atmospheric data to run corresponding
storm surge simulations. Recently atmospheric data
from long reanalysis projects became available (e.g.
the Twentieth Century Reanalysis Project version 2c
(20CR-V2c, Compo et al., 2011) or the ERA-CLIM &
ERA-CLIM2 projects (Buizza et al 2017, Laloyaux et al.
2016) that provide an opportunity to model historical
storm surge events. Here we assess the capability of
using such reanalysis data in reproducing the extreme
storm surge event in 1906.

The projects assimilate at least historical surface
pressure in their global models. Data for assimilation
are for example from records by weather stations, light
vessels or from logbooks from ship cruises and collected
within the International Surface Pressure Databank
(ISPD, Cram et al. 2015). The 20CR-V2c reanalysis data,
starting in 1851, is composed of 56 ensemble members.
It provides mean sea level pressure and wind speed at a
6-hourly interval with a horizontal resolution of about
200km. The ERA-CLIM-project provides the 3-hourly
intervals products of ERA-20c and CERA-20c with 10
ensemble members of which the horizontal resolution
is approximately 125 km since 1900 (Buizza et al 2017,
Laloyaux et al. 2016).

Weather situation
A low–pressure system moved from England over the
central North Sea to Scandinavia. In the night from
March, 12th to March 13th 1906, the core of the system
was located over central Sweden and an anticyclone
was established over Southwest Europe. Strong northwesterly winds were prevailing over most of the North
Sea pushing waters towards the German Bight and the
East Frisian Islands.

Model-run
Data from the FES2004 global tide model (Lyard et al
.2006) were used as lateral boundary conditions for
the tide-surge model. Wind and pressure fields from
reanalyses discussed above were used to drive the
model.
The tide-surge model used is the hydrodynamic model
TRIM-NP (Pätsch et al, 2017) from which hourly tidesurge levels were stored. The TRIM-NP model is a
three-dimensional finite difference Tidal Residual
Intertidal Mudflat (TRIM) model developed by Casulli
and Cattani (1994) and then nested and parallelised by
Kapitza (2008). The model run is a three-level nested
integration with spatial resolutions of 12.6, 6.4, 3.2 and
1.6 km. The model covers the area from 20°W to 30°E
and from 42°N to 65°N, with a resolution of 12.6km.
The higher resolution grids are located in the Southern
North Sea. All model runs were used in a barotropic
mode and started from February, 1st 1906.

Results
Water levels from Norderney (East Frisian Island; 53°
42’N, 7° 9’E) and Cuxhaven (Elbe estuary; 53°52’N,
8°42’E) were analysed. The observed water level was
3.95m above sea level (ASL) for Norderney (Figure 1)
and 4.51m ASL for Cuxhaven (Figure 2) on March, 13th
1906. During the storm surge all ensemble member
runs simulate water levels less than the observed
maxima for Norderney and Cuxhaven. A few ensemble
members using winds from the 20CR-V2c run are close
to the observed water levels. The model run without
wind forcing shows a high tide during the storm event
(blue line). The analysis of the astronomical tides
indicates a very high tide during this event.
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The analysis of the wind speeds in the North Sea
(latitude: 54°, longitude: 6°) show only moderate
wind speeds in the reanalyses. Non-digitized weather
records from the German Weather service suggest that
wind speeds in the area probably have exceeded 10
Beaufort (pers. comment Birger Tinz, German Weather
Service).

Figure 3: Simulated wind speed at the location 54°N
and 6°E from all reanalysis products (colours) and 10Bftthreshold (black).

Figure 1: Simulated water levels at Norderney using wind
fields from different reanalysis products (colours) and
observed highest level during the event (black).

Comparison with observations suggest, that wind
speeds in the reanalyses were to moderate to recover the
unusual character of this extreme event. Additionally,
other factors such as insufficient spatial resolution,
neglecting of gusts, or unresolved bathymetric effects
may further contribute to the observed discrepancies.
Assimilating additional pressure data that had not
been digitized during the time of the production of the
reanalyses may improve the reanalyses products. As
quite a few additional data have now been introduced
into the ISPD it may well be that with newer reanalysis
products the situation may substantially improve.
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Figure 2: Simulated water levels at Cuxhaven using wind
fields from different reanalysis products (colours) and
observed highest level during the event (black)

During the event, ensemble members from the 20CRV2c run simulate higher wind speed than the ensemble
members from ERA-20c and CERA-20c (Figure 3). The
wind speed from all ensemble members is lower than
10 Bft (black line in Figure 3).
Summary
While long atmospheric reanalyses provide an
opportunity to study historic storm surge events none
of the available wind fields were able to reconstruct the
observed water levels that occurred during an event in
March 1906 along parts of German North Sea coast.
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